
ICM
an introduction to ICM 



What is ICM?

ICM stands for Intentional Camera Movement 

It is not camera shake, but a deliberate choice to 
move the camera in an artistic way 

It is a fine line between intentional movement and a 
shaky hand. It will be obvious when the image works



Up and down
(Stephanie Johnson)



How to achieve ICM

Slow shutter speed is the key. Ideally from around 
0.4 to 1 second. I find these speeds ideal as greater 
than 1 second, I get bored!! However practise to find 
the speed that suits your movements and the style 
you want to create



Small movement
(author unknown)



Ideally work in manual so you have total control. If 
not, set your camera to shutter priority and dial in 
your desired speed.  

There are several ways to get a slower shutter speed. 

1 - low ISO. I rarely go above 200 and find any 
greater is very noisy on my camera.  

2 - small apertures. Usually I am at f16 - f22. You 
may need to open up your aperture if the light is 
dimming eg at sunset



Going with the flow
(Stephanie Johnson)



3 - take images on days where there is less light. Cloudy 
or rainy days work well. 

4 - work when there is less light ie sunrise and before, 
or sunset and after. 

5 - reduce light coming into your camera by using a 
filter. A polarising filter will reduce the light quite well 
if the day is not too bright. You can also use an ND 
(neutral density) filter to reduce the light substantially. 
Think sunglasses on your lens. Many ICM photographers 
recommend a 3 stop filter. A 6 stop or even 10 stop will 
also work. Your shutter speed will be much slower 
though



What sort of movement?

There are many movements to make that will produce  
a pleasing image…



Side to side. This can be right to left or vice versa, 
following the flow of the subject if there is any 
movement 

This type of movement includes panning. You often 
see these images of fast moving objects that blur the 
background, but keep the subject in focus





The speed of movement can be fast or slow. Only you 
will find what is best for you with practice 

Movement can be small, barely perceptible movements 
with your fingers or hand, or they can be large and 
random using your arms or whole body 

This one is still left to right, just a bit faster…





You can go up and down or down and up. 

Take care when photographing the sky to not 
overexpose your image. This can be remedied by 
avoiding the sky altogether or cropping out in post 
processing later. 





You can move on a diagonal too. Again, speed of 
movement will make a difference





Movement can be circular, squiggly or even a bit 
jerky. Again the image will change according to size 
and speed of your movements. 

If photographing a moving subject try going with the 
flow eg water or trees. It doesn’t have to be precise!







When the image works you can create abstract, 
painterly, almost impressionistic pictures, with hues 
reminiscent of the great artists eg Turner or Monet



Reminiscent of the great artists
(Andrew Gray)



Circular motion. 





Another technique is a zoom burst.  

If you have a zoom lens move the focal length of the 
lens during the slow shutter speed. This will take 
practice! A slower shutter speed will help to start. 
Then lots of attempts to find the best focal lengths 
of your lens 

If you are too unsteady attach your camera or lens 
to a tripod for smoother motion. It can help if your 
lens has a tripod collar…







Or you could try a spiral zoom burst. Even trickier! 

Instead of moving your zoom lens to change the 
focal length, move the camera to change the focal 
length of your zoom. So the zoom will zoom in and 
out but by moving the camera body and not the lens. 

Also needs practice…





Try people too. Some photographers do ICM street 
photography, travel photography, even wildlife 
photography





Next one is by Ashton 
Field…





Things to remember

Composition and lighting still apply in this genre of 
photography. If an image is boring as a ‘still photo’, 
it will probably be boring as an ICM image 

Be mindful of specular highlights (sparkles). They can 
add an interesting shape in an image or ruin it 
completely by blowing out any detail. The same 
applies for the sky as you are using a slow shutter 
speed



Try to be in focus on your subject. Even with 
intentional blur, an out of focus image looks awful. 
Try to have a part of your image ‘in focus’. You can 
do this by stopping at the end of your movement on 
the object you want to emphasise.



Wildlife ICM 
(Erik Malm)



You will get funny looks from other people. It is not 
considered normal to be moving your camera all 
around! 

You will take a lot of images and the failure rate 
can be high (mine is around 10%) 

If you are naturally unsteady, a tripod will help to 
smooth movements



It is a fine line between a good ICM image and one 
that looks like you have camera shake. Make sure 
your movement looks deliberate 

The best way to achieve great ICM images is to 
PRACTISE, PRACTISE, PRACTISE… and EXPERIMENT, 
EXPERIMENT, EXPERIMENT…



Editing your images
Very little post processing is needed.  

I start with exposure and then adjust highlights, shadows and 
maybe contrast 

I remove any blemishes like hot pixels or dust spots 

I then may add a bit of dehaze if an image looks foggy and 
I am not going for the ethereal look 

I then will reduce clarity a small amount if needed and then 
adjust the vibrance if I want a brighter more saturated look.



Circular 
motion

(straight out of camera)



After editing…

an adjustment to the 
exposure 

some spot removal 

a small increase in vibrance 

a little addition of dehaze



You can stop at this point, or continue and make 
some composites 

I often add several images, often of the same subject, 
but slightly different. 

I change blend modes and opacities until I like the 
final result 

As many ICM images are very abstract, I like to add 
a slightly more obvious subject to the mix. Adding 
these images can be really easy as they are usually 
ICM and therefore don’t need so much selecting



Examples of ICM 
composites













Go one step further…
(a multiple exposure combined with an ICM image)



An evening on Bribie Island







People to check out…
Erik Malm 

Andrew Gray 

Stephanie Johnson 

Denise Ipollito 

Charlotte Bellamy 

Doug Chinnery 

Janet Powick 

Roxanne Bouche Overton
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